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It is proved that a subclass of self-dual quantum-error-correcting codes of length n
obtained from binary linear codes of length 2n dened by symmetric matrices, contains
codes that meet the Gilbert-Varshamov bound.
1 Introduction
In a recent paper Calderbank, Rains, Shor and Sloane [1] described a method of construct-
ing quantum-error-correcting codes from ordinary binary or quaternary codes that are self-
orthogonal with respect to a certain inner product. We use this relation to show that a class
of binary formally self-dual codes dened by symmetric matrices give rise to quantum codes
with error-correcting capacity proportional to the code length.
2 A Gilbert-Varshamov bound for a class of binary
codes
Theorem 2.1 The class A of binary linear codes of length 2n and dimension n dened by




Proof. Let C 2 A be an (2n; n) code with a generator matrix (I; A), where A = AT . Then




xiyi (mod 2): (1)
A vector x = (x1; : : : ; x2n) is in C if and only if (A; I)x
T = 0, that is
a11x1 + a12x2 + : : : + a1nxn = xn+1;
a12x1 + a22x2 + : : : + a2nxn = xn+2;
: : :
a1nx1 + a2nx2 + : : : + annxn = x2n:
(2)
Now x x and consider aij ; (i  j) as unknowns:
a11x1 + a12x2 + a13x3 + : : : + a1nxn = xn+1
a12x1 + 0 + : : : + a22x2 + a23x3 + : : : + a2nxn = xn+2
a13x1 + : : : + a23x2 + : : : = xn+3
: : : : : : : : :
a1nx1 + : : : = x2n
The coecient matrix of this system of linear equations for aij is
M =
0BBBBBB@
x1 x2 x3 x4 : : : xn 0 0 0 : : : 0 0 : : : : : : 0
0 x1 0 0 : : : 0 x2 x3 x4 : : : xn 0 : : : : : : 0
0 0 x1 0 : : : 0 0 x2 0 : : : 0 x3 : : : xn : : : : : : 0
: : : : : : : : :
0 0 0 0 : : : x1 0 0 0 : : : x2 0 : : : x3 : : : : : : xn
1CCCCCCA
Every xi; 1  i  n, appears exactly once in every row of M , and the only (possibly)
nonzero entries in the column corresponding to aij are xj (in row i) and xi (in row j), j  i.
It follows that if x1 = x2 = : : : = xr−1 = 0; xr 6= 0, the matrix M contains a minor of order




0 0 0 : : : xr

Therefore, M is of rank n for every x = (x1; x2; : : : ; x2n) 2 GF (2)2n such that (x1; : : : ; xn) is
nonzero. Consequently, the system of equations (2) has at most 2(
n+1
2 )−n solutions, and x is
contained in at most 2(
n+1
2 )−n codes from A.
The total number of vectors in GF (2)2n of Hamming weight k and at least one nonzero























































If (A; I)xT = 0 and (B; I)xT = 0 then (A− B; 0)xT = 0, and the total number of solutions
x = (x1; : : : ; x2n) of the last system is 2
2n−r, where r is the rank of A−B over GF (2). Thus,
if A 6= B the codes generated by (I; A) and (I; B) are distinct, and the total number of codes
in A is 2(
n+1
















































for d  n, where H(x) = −x log2 x− (1− x) log2 (1− x) is the entropy function. Therefore,




) < n: (5)
Since H(0:11)  1
2
, the class A contains codes with minimum weight d  0:11(2n) = 0:22n.
2
3 Quantum self-dual codes
In [1], Calderbank, Rains, Shor and Sloane established a relation between quantum-error-
correcting codes of length n and linear subspaces of the 2n-dimensional binary space GF (2)2n
equipped with the symplectic inner product
((ajb); (a0jb0)) = a  b0 + b  a0; (6)
where
(ajb) = (a1; : : : ; an; b1; : : : bn); ((a




1; : : : b
0




i 2 GF (2):
3
The symplectic weight ws of a vector (a1; : : : ; an; b1; : : : bn) 2 GF (2)2n is dened as the
number of indices i such that at least one of ai and bi is nonzero. The symplectic weight ws
and Hamming weight wh of a binary vector (ajb) are related by
1
2
wh((ajb))  ws((ajb))  wh((ajb)): (7)
The following result shows that binary symplectic self-orthogonal codes can be used for the
construction of quantum-error-correcting codes.
Theorem 3.1 [1] Suppose S is an (n− k)-dimensional linear subspace of GF (2)2n which is
contained in its orthogonal subspace S? (with respect to the inner product (6)), and is such
that there are no vectors of symplectic weight  d− 1 in S?. Then by taking the eigenspace
(for any chosen linear character) of S, one obtains a quantum-error-correcting code mapping
k qubits to n qubits which can correct [(d− 1)=2] errors.
Consider now a binary (2n; n) code C 2 A with a generator matrix (I; A), where A is a
symmetric n n matrix. Since (A; I) is a generator matrix of the dual code with respect to
the ordinary inner product (1), the code is formally self-dual, that is, the Hamming weight
distribution of the code and its dual coincide. Some formally self-dual codes have greater
minimum Hamming distance than any self-dual code with the same parameters [2].
Lemma 3.2 Any binary (2n; n) code C 2 A is self-dual (C = C?) with respect to the
symplectic inner product (6).
Proof. If G = (I; A) is a generator matrix of C, the inner product of the ith and jth row
of G is aij + aji = 0 (mod 2). 2
Now 2.1, 3.1, 3.2 and (7) imply the following
Theorem 3.3 The class of quantum-error-correcting codes of length n obtained from binary
codes from A via Theorem 3.1 contains codes that can correct [(d− 1)=2] errors where
d  0:11n:
4
Remark 3.4 The bound d  0:11n can be derived also from the known Gilbert-Varshamov
bound for quaternary linear or additive self-dual codes [3], [4], and the result from [1] that
relates quaternary codes of length n with quantum codes with n qubits. However, the class
A is much smaller that any of these two classes. For example, the total number of quaternary
additive self-dual codes of length n is
nY
i=1





2 ) = jAj:
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